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tom moody wrote: > >>lol - this one is getting too old for me. i think i'm going to get>>some other brand of rfg. i'm thinking a jr (dx6) to usb trainer>cable (one of those with no extra power supply required) and then>use the realflight software. it will be easier then having to deal>with all these hardware dongles. thanks for the advice. i'll>definitely try it out. tom moody wrote: > >>thanks for the advice. i'm trying to get away from that whole>"dongle" thing that exists in the realflight world. i have a jr>(dx6) to usb cable and i was thinking about using that instead of>the
dongle emulator. i'll see what i can come up with. heh heh. realflight 7 is, by far, the best in the world. it is also probably the mostexpensive. the cost of rf7 has a number of components to it:1. the amount of time a developer can spend on an application. thisapplies to both the number of features the developer can add, and thenumber of updates the developer can make. if a developer is happy tomake one or two updates to a software package every year, then thecost of development is minimal. if the developer wants to update thesoftware more often (perhaps every few

months), then the cost ofdevelopment goes up. 2. the number of problems with the software that adeveloper can find and correct. 3. the quality of the working softwareproduct. is it reliable? does it have bugs? is it easy to use?4. the cost of producing the software. this includes the number ofdevelopers that need to be employed to produce the product, thenumber of testers that need to be employed to test the product, thenumber of companies that need to be employed to make the product, andso on. 5. the cost of marketing and selling the product. this is themost important
part of the cost. if you make a crappy product, youwill make a lot less money. however, if you make a product that isvery good, you will probably make more money than you can spend.
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RealFlight's Interlink controller is the world's most popular wirelesspilot's controller. This RFG3 emulator is for anyone who wants to usethis controller with RFG3, and it's a great tool for practicing newmaneuvers
and honing your RC skills. I am very sad to announce that RealFlight is retiring it's popularAnd Ready controller. RFG3 will make it easier to learn new maneuvers andhone your skills. I know many people have

been waiting for thenew controller and are eager to learn how to fly. you might consider a ws2000 usb dongle . It should cost about $6, and has the same functionality of the interlinkcontroller. You should be able
to mod it to work with the G3 controller. Did some research... there's a crack for the rufus software onBigSquidRC. http://www.scent.es/isabel (from scents) has a good link onhow to install RFG3 on top of D9. This
can be done with the Scentssoftware or by the CLI if you're so inclined. I just did it with the Software and everything works fine. Iwouldn't worry about the registration, it's just so you can downloadupdates for your
version of rfg3 without manually updating by FTP. You can also do it directly from the command line byusing rufus3 software installed on top of the rfg3 partition. Iused the CLI with scents and everything works.
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